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ABSTRACT

In a search for spectral parameters that can be used to dis-

tinguish and to model fricatives, spectral moments, dynamic

amplitude, and slope above maximum amplitude were com-

puted for a fricative corpus including sustained fricatives at

di�erent e�ort levels, and fricatives in vowel context. Mo-

ments varied signi�cantly by frequency range used in com-

putation. M3 appeared to vary the least across fricative,

contrasting with Forrest et al.'s 1988 study. Dynamic am-

plitude separated sibilants and non-sibilants, as predicted;

slope above the maximum amplitude varied signi�cantly with

e�ort level.

1 Introduction

Many attempts have been made to de�ne quantitative pa-

rameters describing fricatives. In some cases the purpose has

been to �nd characteristics that will distinguish one fricative

from another, across vowel context and speaker. These are

descriptive parameters, such as the frequency range of the

high-energy part of the spectrum and overall sound pres-

sure level (e.g.[1]), and spectral moments [2,3,4]. In other

cases the purpose has been to �nd values appropriate for

source-�lter models, and include parameters such as SPL

and spectral tilt, to describe the source, and pole and zero

frequencies, to describe the �lter [5,6,7]. The results for both

approaches, however, have generally been disappointing.

In this study a third approach is taken, which is �rst to con-

sider the parameters that have been used in light of knowl-

edge of the acoustic mechanisms obtained from speech and

mechanical model studies, and then to de�ne new parameters

that are more closely related to those mechanisms. First, it

is clear that fricatives have formants whose frequencies are

related to the vocal tract con�guration [8]. Thus, parameters

specifying high-amplitude regions of the spectrum in terms of

absolute frequency (e.g. [1]) will fail when used on subjects

with di�erent length vocal tracts. Second, fricative place

can shift according to vowel context, which shifts formants

and also antiresonances [9, 10]. This will likewise a�ect mea-

sures speci�ed in terms of absolute frequency. Third, both

small and large di�erences in spectral shape can be acousti-

cally signi�cant, yet may not be equally well incorporated in

spectral measures. For instance, the presence of well-de�ned

troughs indicate zeros, and their frequency can be a sensitive

indicator of source location. Yet any measure based on the

LPC spectrum (e.g. by [4, 11]), which cannot model zeros,

will obscure troughs. Spectral moments based on the DFT

will include the e�ect of troughs, but may not be sensitive

to small, though signi�cant, shifts in frequency. Fourth, in

some cases vowel context a�ects source characteristics, by

resulting in whistling or simply a less e�cient noise source

[9,10]. Measures of the source are di�cult to obtain from

the radiated spectrum alone; measures of spectral tilt are

confounded by shifting formants, and in any case need to be

extended to frequencies well above 10 kHz.

Jassem [2] used many measures of spectral shape, including

moments, on an extensive corpus of Polish fricatives. The

sibilants had the best prediction rate; the weak fricatives,

the poorest. Forrest et al. [3] used many speakers and in-

vestigated moments more thoroughly. However, the fricative

part of their corpus was relatively small, using only word-

initial position: `see, she, fought, thought, fat'. Wrench [11]

used moments and locus equations, but only on two allo-

phones of [s], and [A]. Finally, none of these studies has used
spectral analysis above 10 kHz, and some have been consid-

erably more restrictive [12]. Some aspects of spectral shape

di�erences between the front fricatives occur mainly above

10 kHz; spectral tilt, a prime indicator of noise source char-

acteristics, is less obscured by formants at higher frequencies.

It is our assertion that spectral moments do not make full

use of our existing knowledge of the acoustics of fricatives.

We wish to develop more physically-based parameters that

will serve both to distinguish fricatives and to characterize

di�erences induced by vowel context, e�ort level, and speaker

characteristics. Therefore, a dual approach was taken to

arrive at a set of quantitative parameters. First, an extensive

fricative corpus that has already been intensively studied

has been employed here. Second, both spectral moments

(as de�ned by Forrest et al.) and some more physically-

based parameters have been computed for this corpus, in

an e�ort both to more fully explore the potential usefulness

of moments for fricatives, and as a control on the newer



parameters.

2 Method

The speech corpuses consisted of the fricatives [f, G, s, A, v, �,
z, O] in two environments: (1) preceded by the vowel [a] and

sustained for 3 s, and (2) inserted into the nonsense words

[pV1FV2] and repeated 10 times on a single breath, for V1,

V2 chosen from [a,i,u]. Two subjects were recorded: a man

speaker of French (PB; recorded twice, three years apart)

and a woman speaker of American English (CHS; recorded

once). In the �rst set of recordings (by PB and CHS), six

tokens were recorded of each sustained fricative, in random-

ized order. In the second set of recordings (PB only), each

sustained fricative token was produced at three e�ort levels:

normal, soft and loud, in that order.

The acoustic recordings in all cases were made under the

`High-Fidelity conditions' reported previously [9]. Averaged

power spectra from 0 to 17 kHz were computed at beginning,

middle and end of the steady-state portion of the fricatives

in vowel context, using ensemble averaging [13], and in the

center of the sustained fricatives, using time averaging. In

both cases eight Discrete Fourier Transforms, each computed

from a 20-ms Hanning windowed portion of the speech signal,

were averaged to form the averaged power spectrum. For

ensemble averages, each window was located at the same

`event' (mid-fricative, or beginning of steady state) in eight

successive tokens of the same [pVFV] item; for time averages,

the windows were placed adjacent to each other (i.e. with

no overlap) in the center of the fricative.

Spectral moments were computed as de�ned in [3], with some

slight changes appropriate to the corpus. First, the moments

were computed from the magnitude-squared averaged spec-

tral amplitudes, excluding the dc value. Third and fourth

moments were normalized by powers of the variance to gen-

erate dimensionless M3 and M4; however, the factor 3 was

not subtracted from M4 since the values ranged so widely

that this threshold appeared rather arbitrary. These mo-

ments were computed for the time- and ensemble-averaged

spectra described above, for 6 frequency ranges (abbreviated

F.R.):

1. 50 { 16950 Hz, maximum range of our data

2. 50 { 10 kHz, used by Forrest et al [3]

3. 50 { 5 kHz, used by Wilde [12]

4. 200 { 16950 Hz, voiced fricatives and maximum range

of our data

5. 200 { 10 kHz, voiced fricatives and upper limit of [3]

6. 100 { 6 kHz, used by [7] for spectral tilt

In addition, the dynamic amplitude Ad was de�ned for un-

voiced fricatives as the di�erence in amplitude, expressed in

dB's, between the minimum amplitude value between 0 and

2 kHz, and the maximum amplitude occurring between 0.5
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Figure 1: First moment for sustained [f], plotted against

frequency range. Frequency ranges 1, 2, and 3 are, respec-

tively, 0.05 { 16.95, { 10, {5 kHz; ranges 4, 5, 6 are .2 {

16.95, 0.2 { 10, 0.1 { 6 kHz.
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Figure 2: Normalized 3rd moment for sustained fricatives,

6 tokens at each of 3 e�ort levels, loud (L), medium (M) and

soft (S). F.R. = 1.

and 17 kHz. This parameter is a simple measure of the noise

source characteristics, and has been shown to be e�ective

in separating spectra of mechanical models with two noise

source types, the `obstacle' and `no-obstacle' cases [5]; it was

thus expected that it might di�erentiate between sibilants

and non-sibilants, and perhaps between e�ort levels, where

non-sibilants and lower e�ort would be expected to produce

lower values of Ad.

Spectral slopes were computed by �tting a line to the spec-

trum over various frequency ranges: for all fricatives, from

11 { 16.95 kHz; for all fricatives, over all of the ranges used

to compute spectral moments; for unvoiced fricatives, from

the frequency of the spectral maximum amplitude, fmax, up

to 16.95 kHz; for voiced fricatives, from each of the spectral

maxima de�ned to exclude the voicing-excited formants, to

16.95 kHz.
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Figure 3: First moment for VCV Corpus, for 3 vowel con-

texts and 3 locations within the fricative of spectral analysis:

beginning (B), middle (M) and end (E). F.R. = 1.

3 Results

First, the values of the moments were strongly a�ected by the

frequency range used. Figure 1 shows an example of the �rst

moment of sustained [f] for PB. This amount of variation is

typical across the unvoiced fricatives, all moments, although

the �rst moment is relatively constant with frequency range

for [s, A]. For [s], the third frequency range produces more

extreme values of M3 and M4 (respectively, very small and

very large) than any other frequency range. The order of

the tokens, and particularly where the di�erent e�ort levels

occur, changes sometimes with frequency range.

Second, moments of multiple tokens of sustained fricatives

showed generally more variation across tokens within a frica-

tive than across fricatives. Figure 2 shows M3 for the un-

voiced case. Forrest et al. indicated that m1, M3 and M4

were the most useful in distinguishing between fricatives, but

for this corpus, m1, sd and M4 varied more across fricative.

In general, the moments did show the expected relationships.

Standard deviation was large for the weak, relatively at

fricatives; M3, skewness, changed the most with frequency

range.

Moments m1, sd and M4 computed for the VCV Corpus are

shown for frequency range 1 in Figs. 3-5. The most striking

change due to vowel context in this corpus was the [u-u] con-

text for [s], which resulted in a fairly narrow high-amplitude

peak with `shoulders' considerably lower in amplitude than

the [a-a, i-i] contexts [9]. This e�ect is apparent in all mo-

ments except the �rst, and is most striking in the high value

of M4 (kurtosis). Standard deviation is higher for [f,G], as
in the sustained corpus, but drops mid-fricative, when the

spectra become less at. M3 is relatively constant across

fricatives for frequency ranges 1 and 2 (not shown). m1

varies with vowel context and position; all m1 values for [A]
are signi�cantly di�erent from those of the other fricatives.

Figure 6 shows dynamic amplitude for the sustained corpus.
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Figure 4: Standard deviation for VCV Corpus, for 3 vowel

contexts and 3 locations within the fricative of spectral anal-

ysis: beginning (B), middle (M) and end (E). F.R. = 1
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Figure 5: Normalized fourth moment for VCV Corpus, for 3

vowel contexts and 3 locations within the fricative of spectral

analysis: beginning (B), middle (M) and end (E). F.R. = 1.
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Figure 6: Dynamic amplitude for sustained fricatives, 6

tokens of each of three e�ort levels (loud (L), medium (M)

and soft (S)).
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Figure 7: Slope of line �t from frequency of maximum spec-

tral amplitude to 16.95 kHz, plotted for sustained fricatives,

6 tokens of each of three e�ort levels (loud (L), medium (M)

and soft (S)).

Two e�ects are noticeable: [s,A] have Ad higher than [f,G] at
all e�ort levels, and Ad decreases slightly with e�ort level for

all fricatives except [A]. Acting in nearly the opposite man-

ner was spectral slope, which does not discriminate between

fricatives, but did change noticeably with e�ort level, in a

consistent way for all fricatives. (See Fig. 7.)

4 Conclusion

Spectral moments and other parameters describing spectral

shape have been computed for an extensive fricative cor-

pus that has already been studied for the acoustic e�ects of

vowel context, e�ort level, repetition and window location.

Spectral moments do not distinguish reliably between frica-

tives, but the variations were consistent with acoustic anal-

ysis. The moments proved to be quite sensitive to frequency

range, and relatively insensitive to position within the frica-

tive (in VCV's) even though signi�cant acoustic changes with

position are well-documented. Unlike [3], 2nd moment ap-

peared to vary more across fricative than did M3.

The dynamic amplitude parameter worked well to separate

[s,A] from [f,G] across e�ort levels and repetitions. Spectral

slope from fmax up showed a much stronger e�ect with e�ort

level, and did not show a signi�cant e�ect with fricative. We

do not so far have a parameter that will distinguish the front

fricatives from each other.

Many more relationships have been investigated than could

be presented here, in particular with the voiced fricatives in

the corpus, and additional parameters have been suggested

by the �ndings to date. The search for parameters that can

be automatically measured, that use our knowledge of the

acoustics of production of fricatives, and that either reliably

distinguish fricatives or deliver parameters useful for mod-

elling continues.
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